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Abstract 
Seismic acquisition is the key of seismic exploration, and the geometry is the important 
control factor for the quality of seismic acquisition. In many geometry parameters, the 
receiving line space has great influence on the quality of geometry, so different seismic 
acquisition quality required different receiving line space. In response to this problem, 
based on the previous studies, this paper studies the influence of receiving line space on 
the seismic acquisition quality, and uses the evaluation method of the comprehensive 
quality factor of geometry to analyze how the receiving line space affects the quality of 
geometry. Using forward and migration to form pre-stack migration profiles of different 
receiving line space. Profile analysis results show that the quality factor analysis and the 
migration profile analysis results are consistent. The small receiving line space will 
improve the imaging quality of the shallow layer event, and reduce the imaging quality 
of deep layer event, however the large receiving line space will improve the imaging 
quality of deep layer event, at the same time reduce the shallow layer event imaging 
quality, and the two cannot have both. In actual production, the reasonable the receiving 
line space should be chosen according to the depth of the target layer. These research 
results provide reference for wide azimuth seismic acquisition. 
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1. Introduction 

Seismic acquisition is the key of seismic exploration, and the geometry is an important control factor 
for the quality of seismic acquisition. A lot of previous studies have been done on the argument of 
the parameters of geometry. Veldhuizen(2008, Veldhuizen et al)puts forward the use of focus analysis 
to verify the effectiveness of geometry parameters, evaluates the imaging quality of the geometry by 
calculating the focusing resolution of different geometry parameters, uses the Mexico Bay data to test 
the method and verifies that the imaging quality of the narrow azimuth geometry with smaller 
receiving line space is poor. Huang(2011, Huang et al) improves the imaging precision of geological 
structure under complex salt by using wide azimuth seismic data. The results show that the wide 
azimuth acquisition is superior to the narrow azimuth seismic acquisition for the complex geological 
structure, and the precision of the velocity analysis is higher. Similarly, for the superiority of wide 
azimuth seismic acquisition, Denes (2011, Denes et al) proves that the wide azimuth data has better 
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illumination effect, lower noise and more accurate information velocity field. Meanwhile, the 
conclusion is verified by the wide azimuth data of Mexico Bay. The data processing results show that 
the wide azimuth data improves the accuracy of reservoir prediction. Li (2016,Li) thinks the 
conventional acquisition method cannot meet the requirements of geological task, for the high and 
steep structure area of Huangguamao-Huangshi in Qaidam Basin, we should adopt the forward 
analysis method, and verify the logical receiving line space, so as to improve the quality of seismic 
data. Zhao (2015, Zhao et al) analysis the influence of the change of receiving line space on the quality 
of geometry by using the comprehensive quality factor, and provided a reference basis of the 
acquisition parameters for the future generations. 

In conclusion, it can be found that the wide azimuth seismic acquisition is helpful to improve the 
quality of seismic imaging. However, there is not much research on how the receiving line space 
affects the quality of seismic imaging. On the basis of previous studies, this paper focuses on 
analyzing the change of receiving line space how to affect the quality of seismic acquisition, and 
attempts to verify the method by using the comprehensive quality factor of geometry and migration 
profile. 

2. Introduction of the Principle 

The comprehensive quality factor of the geometry is the comprehensive fold, the distribution range 
and uniformity of offset, the distribution range of azimuth angle and the property of uniformity, 
forming a quantitative evaluation factor, which can evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of the 
geometry comprehensively (Zhao, 2015). The formula are as follows: 
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In the formula: 

NMaxFold = maximum fold; ReFold = reference fold, a constant; 

VarNMaxFold = difference between the maximum and minimum folds; 

MaxOffCor = maximum offset non-uniformity coefficient; 

VarMaxOffCor = the difference between the maximum and minimum MaxOffCor; 

MaxAziCor = maximum azimuthal non-uniformity coefficient; 

VarMaxAziCor = difference between maximum and minimum MaxAziCor; 

FMaxOcc = maximum percentage;  

VarFMaxOcc = difference between maximum and minimum FMaxOcc; 

k is a constant, to ensure that the formula makes sense: 

In order to verify the correctness of the method, the pre-stack migration method is used to contrast 
the imaging with different geometry. The principle is to achieve the migration by combining the 
reverse extrapolation of the seismic data through the wave equation in time and with the imaging 
conditions. The implementation process mainly includes: (1) the reverse extrapolation of the wave 
field of the receivers. (2) Reconstruction calculation of source wave field. (3) cross-correlation 
imaging conditions were used to obtain shot imaging results. (4) Multi shots stack, output depth 
domain imaging results. The way of pre-stack migration in this paper is to solve the wave equation 
by using the high order finite difference algorithm of staggered grid(Liu, 2013).  
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The entire migration calculation is implemented by CPU/GPU in parallel computing, and CPU is 
responsible for the control of GPU. The steps are: 

Step 1: loading the wavelet, using the PML absorption boundary, using the high order finite difference 
for forward extrapolation wave field, and using GPU to accelerate the calculation. At the same time, 
the wave field values in the effective boundary of the external wave field are preserved. 

Step 2: the source wave field is reconstructed according to the storage record of the effective boundary, 
and the receiver wave field is extrapolated according to the shot gather, the cut-off time is T=0. At 
the same time, the shot wave field and the receiver wave field at each moment in step 2 are read, and 
the imaging conditions are applied. 

Step 3: the multi-shots migration are realized in the loop, the result of migration is stacked, and the 
final image result is output. 

3. Analysis of the Influence of Receiving Line Space on the Quality of 
Geometry 

Table 1. original geometry parameter table 

geometry 36L3S Shot space/shot line space 50m/150m 

number of traces 36L×420=15120 Array line 150m 

bin grid 25m×12.5m maximum offset 5881m 

fold 35×18=630 maximum non longitudinal offset 2675 

trace space/receiving line space 25m/150m aspect ratio 0.51 

 

The actual production experience tells us that enlarging the receiving line space will improve the 
uniformity of azimuth distribution, improve the aspect ratio of geometry, and improve the quality of 
geometry. However, the actual situation is not exactly the same. The increase of the receiving line 
space to a certain degree will reduce the quality of geometry, so the receiving line space is an 
important parameter that affects the quality of geometry. We will discuss in detail how the receiving 
line space affects the quality of geometry and forms migration profiles with different receiving line 
spaces to verify the conclusion.  
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First, we chose an original geometry. The parameters are shown in table 1. On this basis, the receiving 
line space is increased from 100 meters to 300 meters, and the interval is 50 meters (keep geometry 
fold constant). Then we calculate the properties and comprehensive quality factors of each geometry.  

 

 
(a)100m receiving line space  (b) 150m receiving line space 

 
(c)200m receiving line space  (d) 250m receiving line space 

 
(e) 300m receiving line space 

Figure 1. the distribution map of comprehensive quality factor 

 

Figure 1 is the bin percentage distribution of the geometry. Bin percentage is the uniformity 
coefficient of offset and azimuth distribution in a single bin of geometry, the maximum value is 1, 
the minimum value is 0, The larger this value, the more uniform the offset and azimuth distribution 
will be (Zhao Hu, 2018). Figure 3 shows that the bin percentages of geometry are 0.62, 0.73, 0.78, 
0.79 and 0.84. Obviously, from the point of view of uniformity of offset and azimuth distribution 
within the bin, the 300m receiving line space geometry is the best, and the bin percentage reaches 
0.84.It is obvious that the conclusions of the above figures are not consistent, and it is impossible to 
determine which geometry is optimal. 
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Therefore, we need to use the comprehensive quality factor change curve to further illustrate the 
advantages and disadvantages (Figure 2). Figure 5 shows that the 250 meter receiving line space 
geometry is the best, so increasing the receiving line space will improve the azimuth distribution and 
improve the quality of geometry. But when the receiving line spacing is 300 meters, the 
comprehensive quality factor began to decline, so the receiving line spacing is too large, will reduce 
the quality of geometry. This shows that the receiving line space has great influence on the quality of 
geometry, and this change is not linear. In the wide azimuth seismic acquisition, we should choose 
the appropriate receiving line space. 

However, how does the increase of the receiving line space affect the quality of geometry? For this 
reason, we divide the geometry and divide it according to offset, the offset interval is 500 meters, and 
form a series of new geometry, and calculate the comprehensive quality factors of these new 
geometries. As shown in Figure 2, as the receiving line space increases, the quality of the small offset 
geometry is reduced, but the quality of the middle and big offset geometry is increased. Therefore, in 
the actual production, the shallow target layer should choose the small receiving line space, and the 
deep target layer should choose the large receiving line space. If both of the two are to be taken into 
account, the change of the receiving line space cannot meet the requirements. 

 

 
Figure 2. The curve of the change of the comprehensive quality factor with receiving line space 

 

 
Figure 3. The curve of segments quality factor value with receiving line space 

 

In order to verify the above conclusions, we build a forward model based on the actual geological 
section of a certain industrial area in Western China. As shown in Figure 4, the model is 29km long, 
12km deep, and the model grid size is 25m*25m. We use the wave equation method to forward, and 
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use the pre-stack migration method to form the pre-stack migration section of the different receiving 
line space geometry. 

First of all, we can see that for the shallow layer event (blue area) of figure 5, the 100 meter receiving 
line spacing profile is the best, meanwhile the other section's event continuity is not good. Secondly, 
for the depth layer event (black area) of figure 5, the 100 meter receiving line spacing profile is the 
worst, with the increase of the receiving line space, the continuity of the event is getting better. This 
conclusion is consistent with the characteristics shown in Figure 3, that is, the small receiver line 
space is beneficial to the shallow layer event imaging, and the large receiving line space is beneficial 
to the deep layer event imaging. 

At the same time, we can see the migration profile of greater than 200 meter line space, and the quality 
of the deep layer event imaging is not changed. This phenomenon is consistent with the characteristics 
shown in Figure2, indicating that the 250 meters receiving line space is the best. 

 

 
Figure 4. Geological model 

 

Table 2. velocity information 

No Layer name Velocity(m/s) Color 

1 E 1600  

2 K 1800  

3 J3 2100  

4 J2x 2380  

5 J1s 3196  

6 J1b 3324  

7 T 4450  

8 P2 5234  

9 P1 5700  

10 JD 6300  
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(a)100m receiving line space             (b) 150m receiving line space 

 
(c)200m receiving line space           (d) 250m receiving line space 

 
(e)300m receiving line space          (f) 350m receiving line space 

Figure 5. The pre-stack migration sections of different receiving line space geometry 

 

The above model data is used to analyze the influence of receiving line distance on the imaging 
quality. Is this conclusion valid in the actual acquisition? For this reason, the actual seismic 
acquisition data of Western China are selected for analysis. The geometry parameters of this work 
area as follows: the shot point space is 50m, the shot line space is 50m, trace space is 25m, receiving 
lines are ten, and receiving traces are 480. The receiving line space is 200m, 400m and 600m. After 
seismic data processing, the profiles with different receiving line space at the same location (Figure 
6) are obtained. It can be seen that the shallow event quality and continuity of the small receiving line 
spacing section are better than that of the large receiving line spacing section (black circle area), but 
the deep event quality and continuity of the small receiving line spacing section are inferior to that of 
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the large receiving line spacing section (blue circle area), which is consistent with the results of model 
data analysis. 

 

 
(a) 200 m receiving line space 

 
(b) 400 m receiving line space 

 
(c) 600 m receiving line space 

Figure 6. The sections of different receiving line space geometry (actual acquisition data in 
Western China) 
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4. Conclusion 

The above analysis can be seen on the receiving line space has a great influence on quality of seismic 
acquisition, the small receiving line space can improve the quality of shallow layer event, but will 
reduce the quality of deep layer event, the large receiving line space can improve the quality of deep 
layer event, and reduce the quality of shallow layer event. Rely on receiving line space only; the 
quality of the shallow and deep layer imaging cannot be concurrently obtained. This paper uses the 
quality factor to describe how the receiving line space affects the quality of seismic acquisition. 
Therefore, in actual seismic acquisition, we should choose the appropriate receiving line space 
according to the depth of target layer. 
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